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Abstract: 

Using biopsy, brain tumors classification is 

performed, which is not normally conducted before 

definitive brain surgery. The technology improvement and 

machine learning helps radiologists for diagnostics of 

tumor without invasive measures. Convolutional neural 

network (CNN) is the machine-learning algorithm which 

achieved substantial results in image classification and 

segmentation. Some of the most notable primary brain 

tumors are meningiomas, gliomas  and pituitary tumors. 

Gliomas is a general term for tumor which arise from the 

brain tissues other than the nerve cells and the blood 

vessels. But, meningiomas arise from membranes that 

cover brain and surround central nervous system, whereas 

pituitary tumors are the lumps that sit inside skull. Most 

notable important difference between these three types is 

that meningiomas are generally benign, and gliomas are 

commonly malignant. This project deevlops a new CNN 

architecture to classify brain tumor types. With i) good 

generalization capability and ii) good execution speed, 

newly developed CNN architecture are being used as an 

effective decision-support tool for radiologists in 

diagnostics. Python is used for development of the project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cancer is the secondary leading cause of death 

world wide, according to the World Health Organization 

(WHO) [1]. Early detection of it can prevent death, but this 

is not possible all time. Unlike cancer, tumor also could be 

benign, malign or pre-carcinoma.  

 

Benign tumors vary from malign in that, benign 

normally don't spread to another organs and tissues and are 

surgically removed [2]. Some of the brain tumors are 

meningiomas, gliomas, and pituitary tumors.  

 

 

From 2012, Perelman School of Medicine at 

University of Pennsylvania, Center for Biomedical Image 

Computing and Analytics (CBICA) is running an online 

competition, Multimodal Brain Tumor Segmentation 

Challenge (BRATS) [9]. Image databases utilized in 

BRATS are made available publicly after competition is 

finished. Various classification algorithms designed using 

these databases are found in many papers [10– 14]. Still, 

these databases are usually small, on average about 284 

images, and often contain images which shows two tumor 

levels, low and high level glioma tumor, acquired in axial 

plane [10]. 

 

The biggest problem in classifying and segmenting 

MRI images (using some neural networks) is in the images 

count in database. Moreover, MRI images might be 

acquired in various planes, so the option of using the entire 

available planes can enlarge that database.  

 

As this could affect the classification output by 

overfitting generally, the requirement of pre-processing 

before feeding images into the neural network is necessary. 

But, one of the known advantages of CNN is that pre-

processing and feature engineering need not be performed.  

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the paper (1) WORLD HEALTH 

ORGANIZATION GLOBAL bandied about the crucial 

data of cancer. They are 

• Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide, 

counting for nearly 10 million deaths in 2020, or nearly one 

in six deaths. 

• The most common cancers are bone, lung, colon 

and rectum and prostate cancers. 
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• Around one-third of deaths from cancer are due 

to tobacco use, high body mass indicator, alcohol 

consumption, low fruit and vegetable input, and lack of 

physical exertion. 

• Cancer-causing infections, similar as mortal 

papillomavirus (HPV) and hepatitis, are responsible for 

roughly 30 of cancer cases in low-and lower- middle- 

income countries. 

• Numerous cancers can be cured if detected 

beforehand and treated effectively. 

Cancer is a general term for a large group of 

conditions that can affect any part of the body. Other terms 

used are nasty tumours and tumors. One defining point of 

cancer is the rapid-fire creation of abnormal cells that grow 

beyond their usual boundaries, and which can also foray 

touching corridor of the body and spread to other organs; 

the ultimate process is appertained to as metastasis. Wide 

metastases are the primary cause of death from cancer. 

The problem 

Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide, 

counting for nearly 10 million deaths in 2020. The most 

common in 2020 (in terms of new cases of cancer) were 

• bone (2.26 million cases); 

• lung (2.21 million cases); 

• colon and rectum (1.93 million cases); 

• prostate (1.41 million cases); 

• skin (non-melanoma) (1.20 million cases); and 

• stomach (1.09 million cases). 

The most common causes of cancer death in 2020 were 

• lung (1.80 million deaths); 

• colon and rectum (916 000 deaths); 

• liver (830 000 deaths); 

• stomach (769 000 deaths); and 

• bone (685 000 deaths). 

Each time, roughly 400 000 children develop 

cancer. The most common cancers vary between countries. 

Cervical cancer is the most common in 23 countries. 

What causes cancer? 

Cancer arises from the metamorphosis of normal 

cells into tumour cells in amulti-stage process that 

generally progresses from apre-cancerous lesion to a nasty 

tumour. These changes are the result of the commerce 

between a person's inheritable factors and three orders of 

external agents, including 

• physical carcinogens, similar as ultraviolet and 

ionizing radiation; 

• chemical carcinogens, similar as asbestos, factors 

of tobacco bank, alcohol, aflatoxin (a food 

adulterant), and arsenic (a drinking water 

adulterant); and 

• natural carcinogens, similar as infections from 

certain contagions, bacteria, or spongers. 

WHO, through its cancer exploration agency, the 

International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), 

maintains a bracket of cancer-causing agents. The 

prevalence of cancer rises dramatically with age, most 

probably due to a figure-up of pitfalls for specific cancers 

that increase with age. The overall threat accumulation is 

combined with the tendency for cellular form mechanisms 

to be less effective as a person grows aged. 

Threat factors for cancers 

Tobacco use, alcohol consumption, unhealthy diet, 

physical inactivity and air pollution are threat factors for 

cancer and other noninfectious conditions. Some habitual 

infections are threat factors for cancer; this is a particular 

issue in low-and middle- income countries. Roughly 13 of 

cancers diagnosed in 2018 encyclopedically were attributed 

to carcinogenic infections, including Helicobacter pylori, 

mortal papillomavirus (HPV), hepatitis B contagion, 

hepatitis C contagion, and Epstein-Barr contagion. 

Hepatitis B and C contagions and some types of HPV 

increase the threat for liver and cervical cancer, 

independently. 

Infection with HIV increases the threat of 

developing cervical cancersix-fold and mainly increases the 

threat of developing select other cancers similar as Kaposi 

sarcoma. 

Reducing the cancer burden 
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Between 30 and 50 of cancers can presently be 

averted by avoiding threat factors and enforcing being 

substantiation- grounded forestallment strategies. The 

cancer burden can also be reduced through early discovery 

of cancer and applicable treatment and care of cases who 

develop cancer. Numerous cancers have a high chance of 

cure if diagnosed beforehand and treated meetly.  

Precluding cancer 

Cancer threat is reduced by 

• not consuming tobacco and maintaining a healthy body 

weight; 

• having a healthy diet, including fruit and vegetables and 

doing physical exertion on a regular base; 

• avoiding /reducing alcohol consumption and getting 

vaccination against HPV and hepatitis B if you belong to a 

group for which vaccination is recommended; 

• avoid ultraviolet radiation exposures (that primarily 

results from exposure to the sun and artificial tanning bias) 

and / or using sun/heat protection measures and icing safe 

and applicable use of radiation in health care (for 

individual and remedial purposes); 

• to minimize occupational exposure to ionizing radiation; 

and reduce exposure to out-of-door air pollution and inner 

air pollution, includes radon (a radioactive gas produced 

from natural decay of uranium, which accumulate in 

structures — seminaries,homes and workplaces). 

Beforehand discovery  

Cancer death is reduced when cases detected and treated 

beforehand. There are some factors of early discovery i.e., 

early opinion and webbing. 

Early opinion 

When linked , cancer is likely to respond to treatments and 

affect in lesser probability of survival with lower 

morbidity, and less precious treatment. Significant 

advancements are made in lives of cancer cases through 

detecting cancer beforehand as well as avoiding 

detainments in care. 

Early opinion consists of three factors 

• being apprehensive for symptoms of different cancer 

forms and significance of seeking medical advice when 

abnormal findings are found; 

• accessing to clinical evaluation and individual services; 

and 

• timely referring to treatment services. 

Early opinion of characteristic cancers are applicable in the 

entire settings and maturity of cancers.  

Cancer programmes are designed to reduce detainments in, 

and walls to, treatment,opinion and probative care. 

Treatment 

The correct cancer opinion is must for applicable,  effective 

treatment since every cancer type needs a specific 

treatment authority. Treatment normally includes 

radiotherapy, surgery, and/ or chemotherapy, hormonal 

treatments and targeted natural curatives.  

Prooper selection of the treatment authority required so 

both cancer and existent being treated. Completion of 

treatment protocol in the defined time period is must to 

yield the prognosticated remedial result. 

Determining the treatment pretensions is the first step. The 

primary thing is normally for curing cancer or for vastly 

protracting life. Perfecting the case's quality of life is also 

an important thing. This can be achieved by support for the 

case’s physical, psychosocial and spiritual well- being and 

palliative care in cancer terminal stages. Some of the 

common cancer types, equal to cervical cancer, bone 

cancer, oral cancer, and colorectal cancer, are having high 

cure chances when detected and treated according to new 

practices. 

Some other cancer types, similar as testicular seminoma, 

different types of leukaemia / carcinoma in children, also 

having high cure rates if applicable treatment is being 

handed, indeed where cancerous cells are present in other 

areas of body.  

There is, a significant variation in treatment vacuity among 

countries of different income situations; comprehensive 

treatments are reportedly there in further than 80 of high- 

income countries but lower than 15 of medium as well as 

low income countries.  

Brain cancer types 
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In this paper [2] the author approved that brain 

tumors have more than 120 different types, according to 

the National Brain Tumor Society. Some brain tumors, 

such as a glioblastoma multiforme, are malignant and may 

be fast-growing. Other types of brain tumors, such as a 

meningioma, may be slow-growing and benign. Primary 

brain tumors form in brain cells and are categorized by the 

type of cell or where in the brain they first develop. For 

instance, astrocytomas form in star-shaped cells called 

astrocytes. Pituitary tumors are found in the pituitary gland 

at the bottom of the brain. The most common primary brain 

tumors are called gliomas, which originate in the glial 

(supportive) tissue.  

About one-third of all primary brain tumors and 

other nervous system tumors form from glial cells.  Aside 

from tumors in the brain, cancer may begin in, or spread to, 

other areas of the central nervous system (CNS), such as 

the spinal cord or column, or the peripheral nerves. Cancer 

that develops in the spinal cord or its surrounding 

structures is called spinal cancer. Most tumors of the spine 

are metastatic tumors, which have spread to the spine from 

another location in the body. 

Meningioma develop in the cells of the membrane that 

surround the brain and spinal cord. Meningiomas (also 

called meningeal tumors) account for approximately 15 

percent of all intracranial tumors. Most of these tumors are 

benign (non-cancerous and slow-growing). Meningiomas 

are typically removed with surgery. Some meningiomas 

may not need immediate treatment and may remain 

undetected for years. Most meningiomas are diagnozed in 

women between 30 and 50 years old. Aside from 

astrocytomas, there are a number of different primary brain 

tumors and other nervous system tumors that form from 

glial cells. They include: 

• Ependymomas, which usually occur in the lining 

of the ventricles, or spaces in the brain and around 

the spinal cord. Although ependymomas may 

develop at any age, these brain cancer tumors are 

most common in children and adolescents. 

Ependymomas are also a common spinal cord 

tumor. 

• Oligodendrogliomas develop in the cells that 

produce myelin, the fatty covering that protects 

nerves in the brain and spinal cord. These tumors 

are very rare, and usually occur in the cerebrum. 

They are slow-growing and generally do not 

spread into surrounding brain tissue. These brain 

tumors occur most often in middle-aged adults. 

They generally have more favorable outcomes 

than astrocytomas. 

• Mixed gliomas have two types of tumor cells: 

oligodendrocytes and astrocytes. This type of 

brain tumor most often forms in the cerebrum.. 

 

 

Lindau Syndrome 

This disease (also known as von Hippel-Lindau 

disease) is characterized by the presence of multiple 

hemangioblastomas, usually in the cerebellum and the 

spinal cord, as well as tumors of the retina, pancreas and 

kidney. Surgery can be used to treat both the brain and 

spinal cord lesions, while radiosurgery has been reported to 

control some brain lesions. Inheritance is autosomal 

dominant. Information about the von Hippel-Lindau 

Family Alliance can be viewed at www.vhl.org . 

Remote effects of carcinoma 

Some tumors produce chemicals or hormones that 

can directly or indirectly cause nerve cells to die or 

malfunction without physically contacting those nerve 

cells. These chemicals are carried through the blood stream 

to remote areas. Although these remote effects of 

carcinoma are rare, they can be incapacitating. Treatment 

usually requires effective control of the tumor producing 

the substances. 

In this paper [7] capsule networks for brain tumor 

classification based on MRI images and course tumor 

boundaries, the authors stated that according to official 

statistics, cancer is considered as the second leading cause 

of human fatalities. Among different types of cancer, brain 

tumor is seen as one of the deadliest forms due to its 

aggressive nature, heterogeneous characteristics, and low 

relative survival rate. Determining the type of brain tumor 

has significant impact on the treatment choice and patient's 

survival. Human-centered diagnosis is typically error-prone 

and unreliable resulting in a recent surge of interest to 

automatize this process using convolutional neural 

networks (CNNs).  

CNNs, however, fail to fully utilize spatial 

relations, which is particularly harmful for tumor 

classification, as the relation between the tumor and its 

surrounding tissue is a critical indicator of the tumor's type.  

In their recent work, they had incorporated newly 

developed CapsNets to overcome this shortcoming. 

http://www.ijctjournal.org/
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CapsNets are, however, highly sensitive to the 

miscellaneous image background. The paper addresses this 

gap. The main contribution is to equip CapsNet with access 

to the tumor surrounding tissues, without distracting it from 

the main target. A modified CapsNet architecture is, 

therefore, proposed for brain tumor classification, which 

takes the tumor coarse boundaries as extra inputs within its 

pipeline to increase the CapsNet's focus. The proposed 

approach noticeably outperforms its counterparts. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

  

This study shows the image details taken which is 

shown below. 

 

There are three types of tumors: meningioma (708 

images), glioma (1426 images), and pituitary tumor (930 

images). All images were acquired from 233 patients in 

three planes: sagittal (1025 images), axial (994 images), 

and coronal (1045 images) plane. The examples of different 

types of tumors, as well as different planes, are shown in 

Figure 1. The tumors are marked with a red outline. The 

number of images is different for each patient. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Representation of normalized magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) images showing different 115 

types of tumors in different planes. In the images, the 

tumor is marked with a red outline. The 116 example is 

given for each tumor type in each of the planes. 

 

Magnetic resonance images from the database were of 

different sizes and were provided in jpg format. These 

images represent the input layer of the network, so they 

were normalized and resized 120 to 256 × 256 pixels. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of convolutional 

neural network (CNN) architecture containing the input 

layer, two Blocks A, two Blocks B, classification block and 

output. Block A and Block B differ only in the convolution 

layer. Convolution layer in Block A gives an output two 

times smaller than the input, whereas the convolutional 

layer in Block B gives the same size output as input.  

 

IV. FINDINGS 

• The proposed architecture of the CNN obtained better 

results with augmented data, which was expected 

because the data set is not especially extensive.  

• Even with the augmented data set, the subject-wise 

accuracy is lower than the accuracy obtained with the 

record-wise cross-validation because, with the 

augmentation, the number of images for individual 

patients is increased, not the number of patients.  

• As a consequence of splitting the data with the subject-

wise method, increasing the number of patients was 

more important.  

• The first class of tumors, meningioma, had the lowest 

sensitivity and specificity for all four testing methods. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A new CNN architecture for brain tumor 

classification was presented in this study. 

The classification was performed using a T1-weighted 

contrast-enhanced MRI image database which contains 

three tumor types. As input, we used whole images, so it 

http://www.ijctjournal.org/
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was not necessary to perform any preprocessing or 

segmentation of the tumors. Our designed neural network 

is simpler than pre-trained networks, and it is possible to 

run it on conventional modern personal computers. This is 

possible because the algorithm requires many less 

resources for both training and implementation. The 

importance of developing smaller networks is also linked 

to the possibility of deploying the algorithm on mobile 

platforms, which is significant for diagnostics in 

developing countries. In addition, the network has a very 

good execution speed of 15 ms per image. In order to test 

the network, we used record-wise and subject-wise 10-fold 

cross-validation on both the original and augmented image 

database. In clinical diagnostics, the generalization 

capability implies predictions for subjects from whom we 

have no observations. With this in mind, the observations 

from individuals in the training set must not appear in the 

test set. If this condition is not met, complex predictors can 

have unrealistically high prediction accuracy due to the 

confounding dependency between the identity and the 

diagnosis of a patient. A comparison with the comparable 

state-of-the-art methods shows that our network obtained 

better results. Regarding further work, other approaches to 

database augmentation (e.g., increasing number of 

subjects) in order to improve the generalization capability 

of the network may be studied. One of the main 

improvements will be adjusting the architecture so that it 

could be used during brain surgery, classifying and 

accurately locating the tumor. 
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